
Deep Learning  
or probabilities?  

… or both?
Helge Langseth

The new alchemy (?)
(Ali Rahimi, NIPS 2017)

See also: D. Sculley et al.: Winner's curse? On pace, progress, and empirical rigor. ICLR (2018)





Some shortcomings of DL* 
(*as of 2018, according to Gary Marcus …)

Deep learning thus far is  …
•… working well as an 

approximation, but its answers 
often cannot be fully trusted 

•… not well integrated with prior 
knowledge

•… data hungry
•no natural way to deal with 

hierarchical structure
•… not sufficiently transparent 
•… inherently unable to 

distinguish causation from 
correlation 

Trained standard DNN on MNIST,  with 
convolutional layers, max-pooling, 
drop-outs, and finally a softmax to 
mimic “probabilistic output”. 
 
Standard tweaks and regularizations. 
Accuracy >99%.


Then check what happens on the  
notMNIST dataset.

“Out of sample” - Example
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.9: Example inputs from the MNIST dataset. The “NIST” stands for National
Institute of Standards and Technology, the agency that originally collected this data.
The “M” stands for “modified,” since the data has been preprocessed for easier use with
machine learning algorithms. The MNIST dataset consists of scans of handwritten digits
and associated labels describing which digit 0–9 is contained in each image. This simple
classification problem is one of the simplest and most widely used tests in deep learning
research. It remains popular despite being quite easy for modern techniques to solve.
Geoffrey Hinton has described it as “the drosophila of machine learning,” meaning that
it allows machine learning researchers to study their algorithms in controlled laboratory
conditions, much as biologists often study fruit flies.
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More serious application in Alcorn et al.: “Strike 
(with) a Pose: Neural Networks Are Easily Fooled 
by Strange Poses of Familiar Objects” (2019)
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(with) a Pose: Neural Networks Are Easily Fooled 
by Strange Poses of Familiar Objects” (2019)

What class “distribution” would we 
expect to get from this one:


 

… and what would we have wanted?


The conv.net says it is a “2”  
— with > 95% “certainty”

Obvious idea:  
Bayesian Deep Learning



Variational Bayes
Variational Bayes gives us a 

framework with which we can re-
write statistical inference problems 

as optimization problems: 
 

Approximate P(z|x) by Q(z), where  
Q(z) is found by minimization.

MNIST results  
(Here with a simple Bayesian feed forward model)



Generative models
p(data)p(class|data)

Per-class Mixture of 
Gaussians, no. 
components optimized 
wrt. BIC-score

DL-model: ReLUs, 
soft-max, 
regularization and 
hyper-parameters 
optimized wrt. 
validation loss

Model

Deep Bayesian Learning 
(Here represented by a Variational Auto Encoder — VAE)



Deep Bayesian Learning 
(Here represented by a Variational Auto Encoder — VAE)

VAEs as generative models 
Latent space (Z-space) for 2-d encoding of MNIST



Deep Probabilistic 
Programming Languages



One step further:  
Semi-supervised VAE

• Utilize class info (Y-variable): 

- “Class” (Y) and “nuisance” (Z) 
together “cause” the image 

• Disentangles class-info from Z: 

- Hope to see even more 
understandable latent space (“per 
class” Z-space) 

This is still a very simple model. See e.g. Esmaeili et al.: 
“Structured Disentangled Representations” (AISTATS 2019) 
for more interesting results.

Adding a bit more structure
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Tradeoffs
• “Model-driven” vs. “data driven”


• “Explainable” vs. “flexible”


• “Transferrable parts” vs. “holistic”

 
Deep Bayesian Learning is a potential “middle ground”! 
(BDL has some virtues too, but in my mind less evident.)



Pearl’s “Ladder of Causation”

Judea Pearl and Dana Mackenzie: “The 
Book of Why: The New Science of Cause 
and Effect”  (2018)

Concluding remarks
Deep + Bayesian combos can: 

• Bring uncertainty management to 
deep learning (alleviate several of 
Gary Marcus’ critical points).


• Improve the flexibility of Bayesian 
models.


• Leverage already existing DL-tools 
with probabilistic add-ons.

“ […]  from now on we can compare our 
data with the model we actually want to 
use rather than with a model which has 
some mathematical convenient form. This 
is surely a revolution.” 

Peter Clifford (1993)



Summer	School  
https://probabilistic.ai/		

Applications	by	March	31st.


